
 
 
 

SURREALISM 
 

 
 

Salvador Dali ‘La persistence de la mémoire’ (1931) 

 

To discover what surrealism is, read the article and say whether it is true or false 

 

Founded by the poet André Breton in Paris in 1924, Surrealism was an artistic and literary 

movement. It proposed that the Enlightenment—the influential 17th- and 18th-century 

intellectual movement that championed reason and individualism—had suppressed the 

superior qualities of the irrational, unconscious mind. Surrealism’s goal was to liberate 

thought, language, and human experience from the oppressive boundaries of rationalism. 

Breton had studied medicine and psychiatry and was well-versed in the psychoanalytical 

writings of Sigmund Freud. He was particularly interested in the idea that the unconscious 

mind—which produced dreams—was the source of artistic creativity. A devoted Marxist, 

Breton also intended Surrealism to be a revolutionary movement capable of unleashing the 

minds of the masses from the rational order of society. But how could they achieve this 

liberation of the human mind? 

Source: www.artsy.net 
 

 

 
T F 

Surrealism is an artistic movement exclusively exploited in 

visual art. ○ ○ 

This artistic movement appeared in the 19th century ○ ○ 

Surreaslism is based on the Enlightenment movement. ○ ○ 

Surrealists wanted to free the subconscious. ○ ○ 

Surrealists felt held back by the moral values and aesthetics at 

the time. ○ ○ 

Breton had rejected Freud’s work, considered incompatible 

with the concept of surrealism ○ ○ 

Breton believed that artistic imagination came from dreams 

and dreamlike states of mind. ○ ○ 
 
Watch the video and fill in the blanks with an appropriate word  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1YE_Zas-A5A&feature=emb_title  



 

Without surrealism the world would be too ____________________ . Surrealism is an art 

movement started by ____________________ who was interested in __________________, 

fantasies and thoughts in our minds we didn’t even know we were having.  

The two main types of surrealist art are works inspired by ____________________  and 

____________________  which is when you create art without ____________________  . 

Surrealists were ____________________ at promoting their work but most critics gave 

shows absolutely ____________________  reviews. Surrealism has influenced our world 

today through ____________________  adverts to ____________________  to surreal 

scenes in ____________________   book films. It is anything that tries to break free of 

____________________ with a little ____________________ , ____________________  and 

____________________  . 

 
  
Photography  
 

 

Place the following where you see them: 

 

1. Drapes blowing in the wind 

2. An open paperback book 

3.  television screen reflecting the scene 

4.  A full moon 

5.  A sleeping and floating woman  

6. A lit table lamp 

7. A spilled glass of water suspended in 

mid-air 

Falling Asleep by Erik Johansson 

 

Inspired by Surrealist artists such as René Magritte, Salvador Dalí and Maurits Escher, Erik 

Johansson drew constantly from an early age. After acquiring his first camera and mastering 

the art of graphic processing of images, he entirely devoted himself to photography, 

developing a unique visual style. 

Using fragments from various images, carefully processing and cleverly combining them, 

Johansson constructs mind-bending fantasy scenes. The real-life objects in his compositions 

enhance the realism in his work, making his fantasy world seem genuine. He defines his style 

of work as photorealistic surrealism. 
Source : www.widewalls.ch 

 

In this image, a woman has ...................................  asleep and ...................................  . The 

light is ...................................  and there are two sources of light: ...................................  and 

...................................  . We can see a floating book ................................... . It is a 

...................................  . There is a ................................... glass of water ................................. 

above an overturned table. 

The woman’s skin and the television screen ................................... the light. Above the 

windows,................................... are ................................... in the wind. 

The image is composed of ...................................  of photographs which make the surrealistic 

scene more ................................... . The idea of falling asleep is a recurrent theme in 

surrealistic art because surrealists believe ................................... helps artists 

...................................  . Erik Johansson calls his art photorealistic surrealism. It could be 

considered to belong to the genre oneiric surrealism because of its connection to dreams 

which is ...................................by the title and scene depicted in this particular artwork. 



 

Correction  
 
In this image, a woman has fallen (1) asleep and is floating (2) . The light is dark (3) and 
there are two sources of light: the full moon (4) and the table lamp (5) . We can see a 
floating book in the upper left-hand corner (6) . It is a paperback (7) . There is a spilled 
(8) glass of water floating (9) above an overturned table. 
The woman’s skin and the television screen reflect (1) the light. Above the windows, drapes 
(2) are blowing (3) in the wind. 
The image is composed of fragments (4) of photographs which make the surrealistic scene 
more realistic (5) . The idea of falling asleep is a recurrent theme in surrealistic art because 
surrealists believe dreaming (6) helps artists create (7) . Erik Johansson calls his art 
photorealistic surrealism. It could be considered to belong to the genre oneiric surrealism 
because of its connection to dreams which is enhanced (8) by the title and scene depicted in 
this particular work of art. 


